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This cute children’s book helps explain some bizarre or "dramatic" behavior, and gives easy
sensory answers to parents and teachers. By the end of the tale, Ellie learns how exactly to cope
with her issues and prevent getting such a drama queen . but she does maintain her crown.
Compiled by a mother and special education teacher, this story brings house what it is prefer to
grow up with sensory issues, and helps kids recognize that they are not by yourself. . . Children
will love the fun artwork and empathize with Ellie Bean.
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A MUST for anyone caring for or loving a child with SPD I don't actually remember where I saw
this advertised, but I am so glad I did! Five Stars Very best for my Asperger clients Ellie bean
Perfect present for my niece! So, if you aren't acquiring your kid to a doctor for SPD then your kid
might be baffled by the reserve. We previewed this book before giving it to her, and may not
believe how accurate it had been, right down to the solutions. When I handed it to my little girl
today, she was skeptical (since she does not have brown locks!), but as she read on, she got that
spirited look in her eyes. By the time she was performed, she was obviously very excited to learn
she wasn't by itself. We intend to buy additional copies for my daughter's classroom, school
library, and her biological dad, as well as a copy to retain in my nightstand for when I want a
reminder that my princess isn't a drama queen. Good in case you are getting SPD
treatment/medical care Good book, but buyer ought to know that book discusses going to a
doctor regarding SPD. Even we get discouraged with her "melodramatics" sometimes. (example:
why don't I see a doctor) The reserve also explains the types of therapies that could benefit a kid
with SPD.just like the book! Now if only I could get some members of our family to examine it
and be enlightened to Sensory Integration issues. Ellie is certainly helped by a particular swing,
mini-trampoline, and even a little brush for tactile stimulation. Love this book!.. she has often
been accused to be a "Drama Queen".. My 10 year old has Fetal Alcoholic beverages Spectrum
Disorder (FASD) with associated sensory issues as well as other issues.but she didn't have the
language to describe herself.. she completely loves this book! So again, unless you are actually
getting treatment for your son or daughter this reserve might confuse smaller children. I'm a
college psychologist and We read this to kids .. This was a good little book which we got for our
daughter who includes a habit to be a drama queen and breaking down over tiny things. I'm a
college psychologist and I read this to kids to greatly help them understand children who have
different needs. Understanding Drama Queens This book has fit all of the "pegs" that I had a need
to understand my children and their sensory issues. The information and assets in the rear of the
book were super helpful and made things easier for me and my husband in focusing on how to
relate to our kids with SPD. I certainly love how it relates to my daughter, Becca. I'm a mom to 5
wonderful children the youngest two are also purely "sensational". I found this reserve hoping it
would be beneficial for our family. She enjoys looking through books and acquiring familiar
things. THIS IS A MUST HAVE book for any family which has SPD children or adults aswell Liked
it, Loved it, want more like it! I like how easy it is to read and follow. She could relate to Ellie's
"Miss Gail" because she has her personal "Miss Stephanie". This may also be considered a good
publication to because of their siblings/classmates to allow them to understand what the child
with SPD is going through and what treatments may help. It was really nice to discover her light
up and make these comparisons herself!In case you are having a child see a medical expert for
SPD, then this might be ane excellent publication to learn to them so they know what to expect,
etc. Great story to greatly help children This book is excellent and helped my daughter
understand herself better The message is: for those who have something bothering you say so!.
The tale is very very clear and it puts on the message of "in case you have something bothering
you state so" in a way that a child can understand it. I've a 7 year outdated who struggles with
lots of the same points as "Ellie Bean". Three Stars Tale is related more to Autism. great info this
book describes my granddaughter so well also gives some very nice info in the back of the book
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